OPTIMIZED FOR
- Wellhead Production
- Intermediate Booster
- Tank Vapor Recovery
- Plunger Lift Systems
- System Pressure Control
- Gas Well Liquid Unloading
- Backside Pressure Reduction for Oil Enhancement

- **Maximum Production**
  Total automation maintains optimal capacity for your well.

- **Unparalleled Utility**
  Precision flow control in all applications from simple wellhead production to complex vapor recovery and plunger lift systems.

- **Ultimate Reliability**
  Every feature combines time tested and proven hardware with sophisticated process controls and engineering.

- **World Class Production Services**
  From rental fleet operation to total field analysis, Flogistix provides the total production enhancement package.

2538 W Kentucky Ave.
Pampa, TX 79065
Phone: 806-669-7499
Fax: 806-669-7399
www.flogistix.com
Solar charging system for optimal starting capability

Integral backpressure regulator for consistent and reliable operation

Advanced PLC control panel for precision control

Emissions control system designed to meet the most stringent regulations

Oversized 24" scrubber with internal blowcase and inlet filter for maximum liquid handling capacity

Automatic recirculation system

ASME Sec. VIII code vessels and cooling system

Environmentally friendly skid includes oil containment rails

FX10 Performance

Suction Pressure (PSIG)

Flow Rate (MSCFD)

- 2200 RPM, 150# Discharge
- 2200 RPM, 300# Discharge
- 1250 RPM, 300# Discharge

Suction Pressure (PSIG)

Flow Rate (MSCFD)